Powering your discovery.

H5 eDiscovery Services
H5 is renowned for high-quality search and technology-assisted review, but
we do more so you can do less. Our suite of state-of-the-art eDiscovery
processing, hosting, and production services—standalone or in conjunction
with our acclaimed technology-assisted review—comes with expert project
support and consultation to effectively reduce data volume, streamline
workflow and create productions faster, providing you a cost-effective and
risk-free eDiscovery process.

H5 eDiscovery—
Standalone or with
other services:

Early Case
Assessment
Know more
sooner.
Case
Preparation
Find the
evidence you
need to win.
Keyword
and Protocol
Consulting
Be aligned with
best practices.

Whether it’s for the short hop or the
long haul, let the experts drive.

WANT MORE?

Consider H5’s premium
eDiscovery solutions

H5 has the experts and tools to make the
eDiscovery process and our technology-assisted
review integrate seamlessly. You get the benefit
of each step in the workflow effectively leveraging
the next.

Managed IaaS
Need room to grow? Put yourself in our
place. Be prepared for whatever comes
by leveraging H5’s facilities, platforms and
expertise when and as you need them.

Even if you choose a different review or hosting
platform, you’ll still benefit by using H5 for
eDiscovery. Our search and review expertise
means we can better partner with counsel to
pare down ESI in order to render the smallest
defensible review set, saving additional time
and money.

Unified Matter Repository
Instead of going back to the well each
time to re-collect, index and review the
same data from key custodians, leverage
the work you’ve already done. Keep data
in H5’s Unified Matter Repository to
save time, money and get a jump on the
next matter.

H5 routinely works with most service providers
and nearly all industry platforms. We’re adept at
project managing the necessary workflow among
parties. No matter where the data is coming from
or going to, we coordinate and document all
activities so you don’t have to worry that someone
will drop the ball.

TechnologyAssisted
Review for
Production
Accuracy and
defensibility at
a lower cost.

H5’s Intelligent Data Reduction
Lower cost with defensibly reduced volume
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Leveraging H5 Technology with the Tools of Trusted Partners
Benefit from Best-of-Breed
Technologies
H5 leverages the well-known power and scope of
Nuix and the familiarity of kCura’s Relativity® to
process and host data. By using these technologies along with our own, we provide our clients
cutting-edge eDiscovery solutions and volume
reduction while minimizing the learning curve for
outside counsel. You’ll get:
• Expert and dedicated project management
from start to finish
• Rapid, high-volume intake to expedite workflow
• State-of-the-art processing to ensure that all
data that should be read can be read
• Intelligent data reduction for fast, effective,
defensible identification of non-relevant data
using H5’s tools and methods, executed by our
experts and informed by counsel
• H5-managed hosting via Relativity for a
scalable, customized review environment.
(H5 is a Relativity Premium Hosting Partner)

• Broad spectrum file type support spanning
across multiple operating systems, including
support of mobile devices, forensic disk images,
and other complex data sources
• Secure identification and protection of PII
(e.g., Social Security and credit card numbers)
• Maximized language flexibility to identify,
index, search and review Unicode/non-Unicode
languages and language scripts
• Maximum text coverage for search via OCR of
image based file types (via Abbyy Fine Reader).
Hosting Capabilities via Relativity
H5 is a Relativity Premium Hosting Partner and most H5
project managers are Relativity Certified Administrators.

• Ability to index, search, and review Unicode and
non-Unicode languages and language scripts

Features of H5 eDiscovery Solutions

• Duplicate & near-duplicate document identification

• Maximized volume reduction with state-of-theart de-duplication and sophisticated culling
tools

• Dynamic on-the-fly reporting for tracking
reviewer and case progress and statistics

• Multi-layer mark-up system for managing multiple
production instances of the same document
• Faster review with mass tagging and propagated
coding decisions based on family groups,
duplicates and near-duplicates, or email threads
• Redaction propagation capabilities to accelerate
second pass review activities

• Full-spectrum metadata extraction and filtering
capabilities, including entity and email domain
extraction

• Quality control consultations to ensure accurate
and complete productions

Let H5 help you leverage each stage of the
discovery process to save time, money and gain the
advantage in your next litigation or investigation.

For more information about H5’s eDiscovery or
technology-assisted review solutions, contact us
at info@h5.com or visit www.h5.com.
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(Data center specs
available on request.)

• Robust search capabilities (keyword, Boolean,
dtSearch) for comprehensive data identification

• Enhanced email thread review capability

• High-volume processing capacity to expedite
workflow

Data security is
paramount at H5.
We’re proud to
offer our clients
the full scope of
security at our
state-of-the-art
Bay Area data
center.

• Highly customizable and scalable environment
for streamlined workflow

• State-of-the-art security at our Bay Area
data center

Processing Capabilities

Data Security
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